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It is real challenge to consider Scottish Rite not only from its inner – 

Masonic side, but also from the secular side – as an organization, as part of 

society and state, as part of legal structures and law system, as part of the 

profane world. Sometimes we forget that Scottish Rite plays traditionally 

important role in present-day civic society, in the field of charity, culture, 

community life and multigenerational dialogue.  

Scottish Rite as an universal social platform  

Scottish Rite is an unique, wide and rich social platform to meet men with 

similar life philosophy and expectations, but this platform is also interracial, 

interreligious, inter professional and inter generational. This platform can 

connect men who would otherwise never talk to each other, or never meat. 

This platform is so exciting, because you can easily find many new friends 

of similar thinking and share a basic ideas of fraternity and humanisme or 

sophisticated discussions about philosophy, esotericism and symbolism. 

This platform is unique because a musician can meet an architect, because a 

cardio-surgeon can meet a librarian, because a teacher can meet a 

policeman etc.  

It is also unique because an university professor can meet his student, 

because a manager can meet his employees, because a mayor can meet his 

citizen. It is rich because a son can meet his father or grandfather, because a 

politician or advocate can meet their opponents.  

Scottish Rite as social platform is also universal with regard to age. Usually, 

we are organized by our hobbies or professions – golf player in his golf 

club, opera lover in Opera friends association etc... But when you get old 

and you can not play golf anymore, you have to leave. When your new 

wife does not like opera, you adapt and probably find new friends. Scottish 

Rite opens space and realization for all generations, nearly to all social 

levels, and you can be sure that you become a valuable member at any age, 

any marital status, with any handicap or limitation. The main criteria is just 

fraternity.  

Also, the multigenerational composition is a very important aspect of 

Scottish Rite. Usually, you meet men between age 21 to 80, but very often 

there are many even older brethren, still very active and engaged in the 

work. As an example we can mentioned Eastern Europe - Czechoslovakia - 



reconstitution of Scottish Rite in 1992, when Bro. Jiri Syllaba was installed 

as Sovereign Grand Commander in age of 89 and served and worked 

actively in this position until the age of 93. Scottish Rite obviously helps to 

keep fresh brain and to maintain contact and feedback with younger 

generations, to exchange opinions and to find new friends. It is not an 

exception, when a Scottish Rite members helps older brother not only 

during the rituals but also in his daily private life. It would be interesting to 

start research of life age average of Scottish Rite members and to compare 

it with the rest of the population. I believe that Scottish masons lives 

longer! Best example is Bro Walter Breuing, member of Scottish Rite in 

Montana who died in 2011 in his 114 years of age and who was oldest 

living man in the world.  

Scottish Rite can serve as a natural training platform for volunteers. Every 

hand and every help is needed and cordially welcomed in Scottish Rite, 

during the rituals, organization, planning and preparation. You need some 

volunteers to write minutes of meetings, to bring equipment, to send 

invitations, to call into the restaurants, to book lodge rooms. This is very 

close to volunteer based work, which is popular today in many state or 

private institutions such as galleries, museums, theatres,  

schools etc. For brethren and their families, who have got an experience 

with preparing Scottish Rite celebrations, ladies festivals or charity events, 

it is very simple to bring and use their experience and skills to other groups 

and organizations and to help with organizing the voluntary work for 

common good.  
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Scottish Rite as a charity authority  

In many countries Scottish Rite plays for many decades and centuries an 

important role in the field of charity. In past centuries freemasons 

constituted many public institutions, as libraries, galleries or orphanage 

houses and brought enlightenment, freedom and development into the 

society. Today  

Scottish Rite helps in cases when support is needed but official financial 

sources are not sufficient. Successful and powerful Scottish Rite Charity 

institutions in North and South America are a great example of important 

charity work of Scottish Rite and are respected and appreciated by the 

public. There are also many smaller Scottish Rite charity events and 

projects in every state or country which are not so visible, but important 

and valuable for daily life of local communities.  

For the future, profiling and marketing of the charity activity of Scottish 

Rite is one of main tasks and roles of Scottish Rite towards the public, and 

there is a good chance to demonstrate hereby the good will of Scottish Rite. 

It will be really great if a general worldwide overview of Scottish Rite 

charity activities and sponsorship will be set up and presented to the 

public! It will have a strong impact if charity potential of Scottish Rite 

worldwide would be connected and coordinated internationally, and the 

importance of charity power of Scottish Rite around the globe could be 

materialized and clearly demonstrated. Wouldn’t be Scottish Rite respected 

as one of the largest charity institutions in the world?  

 

Scottish Rite as civil society development support  

As many others, in Masonic organization such as Scottish Rite 

administration is necessary to fill all legal duties, such as registration, tax 

reports and bookkeeping. This is a very important and useful training, 

which can be used in helping other nonprofit organizations or companies. 

Many brethren get in touch with legal part of nonprofit organizations for 

first time in their life and after certain time when they are responsible for 

those duties, they acquire crucial skills to help the others.  

By this “training “Scottish Rite helps to develop and flourish democratic 

and rich civil society. As an example we can mention post-Communist 



states in Europe where many brethren with experience from their lodges 

helped to form and to lead number of clubs, foundations and nonprofit 

institutions. In general, many Scottish Rite members are not active in the 

field of Scottish Rite only, but have many activities and connections within 

profane organizations and they are valuable members of the civil society.  

 

Scottish Rite as life time educational program  

In many countries you can find the so called “third age universities and 

educational programs”, which try to keep people active during the entire 

life, including the retirement age. Scottish Rite with its many degrees and 

legends brings interesting educational system, where “student “ should 

learn new thinks about history, religions, symbolism and philosophy and 

carefully think about all information  

obtained. Memorizing the texts and rituals keeps the mind opened and the 

brain in a great condition. Scottish Rite in our country organize lectures on 

ethics, history and philosophy in relation to Scottish Rite. Lectures are open 

for members, but also their families and invitees, and older brethren are 

excited to learn and discuss new topics.  
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Scottish Rite as culture institution  

In many countries Scottish Rite has large or small library or museum. Some 

of the oldest are able to run public museum and library, some of them are 

accessible for members only in lodge meeting rooms. Scottish Rite Supreme 

Councils in every country has its archives, and sometime the documents 

are hundreds years old. In any case Scottish Rite protects with care its 

history and presents it to the members and public as part of national 

culture heritage. Many Supreme Councils periodically publishes journals 

and annual reports, sometimes also own books on philosophy or history of 

Scottish Rite. Scottish Rite also organizes public exhibitions, lectures, 

concerts, marches and other festivities. This is a benefit to the cultural 

diversity and the coherence of our society.  

 

Conclusion  

We can agree, Scottish Rite is an old Masonic order, but also social, 

charitable, intergenerational, educational and cultural platform of high 

value and potential for contemporary civic society.  

We can state Scottish Rite is a traditional institution where new civic 

society leaders and movers are naturally formed and trained in many 

aspects, and by this way Scottish Rite participates significantly in 

development of civic society, democracy and freedom in our countries.  

Scottish Rite fills many tasks of civic society, but it stays sovereign and 

independent of official authorities and financial subventions from the 

states.  

Finally, we can agree Scottish Rite with its inner traditional world 

contributed, contributes and will contribute significantly to our civic 

society development and its way to a more human future!  

Jakub Chalupa, 33°  

Sovereign Grand Commander  

Supreme Council 33° AASR for the Czech Republic 


